The engineering design process is a creative process, and the designers must repeatedly apply Undo/Redo operations to modify CAD models to explore new solutions. Undo/Redo has become one of most important functions in interactive graphics and CAD systems. Undo/Redo in a collaborative CAD system is also very helpful for collaborative awareness among a group of cooperative designers to eliminate misunderstanding and to recover from design error. However, Undo/Redo in a collaborative CAD system is much more complicated. This is because a single erroneous operation is propagated to other remote sites, and operations are interleaved at different sites. This paper presents a multi-user selective Undo/Redo approach in full distributed collaborative CAD systems. We use site ID and State Vectors to locate the Undo/Redo target at each site. By analyzing the composition of the complex CAD model, a tree-like structure called Feature Combination Hierarchy is presented to describe the decomposition of a CAD model. Based on this structure, the dependency relationship among features is clarified. B-Rep re-evaluation is simplified with the assistance of the Feature Combination Hierarchy. It can be proven that the proposed Undo/Redo approach satisfies the intention preservation and consistency maintenance correctness criteria for collaborative systems.
Introduction
When exploring a new system for the first time, a user needs to execute and cancel operations repeatedly to fully understand each function. The idea that "any system with a complex interaction interface should offer Undo/Redo support" was proposed in the late 1980s [1] . The fact that "no one will doubt the importance of offering Undo/Redo function in interactive systems" was also pointed out [2] .
Collaborative CAD systems are an important platform for geographically dispersed designers working together. As an important feature in collaborative systems, Undo/Redo can help in reducing errors and eliminating misunderstandings [3] [4] . Several kinds of group Undo/Redo models have been proposed, and the selective Undo/Redo model is the one most adopted. Supporting Undo/Redo in a collaborative CAD system is considered to be more complex and technically challenging than in a single-user environment.
Artifacts in collaborative design have a complex structure.
Features are combined to form the boundary representation of a CAD model. The creation of a new feature depends on the existing features. When an operation is chosen as the Undo target, operations that depend on it must be obtained. In this circumstance, the structure of the complex design artifacts should be clearly presented. Basic correctness criteria for a generic collaborative environment should be satisfied, such as intention preservation and consistency maintenance. The intention of an Undo and Redo commands is to eliminate and re-create the feature created by a certain modeling operation. Operations are interleaved at different sites, and an error can be detected after a number of operations are performed after it. The Undo/Redo implication should be interpreted unambiguously.
As a continuation of our previous work [5] [6] [7] , a multi-user selective Undo/Redo method for a 3D collaborative CAD environment is proposed. Within our method, the Undo/Redo target can be uniquely identified at each site. We also studied the structure of the complex design artifacts, and a tree-like structure called a Feature Combination Hierarchy is constructed to present the decomposition of a CAD model. Based on this structure, the dependency relationship among features and operations is clarified. The boundary model must be refined each time an Undo or Redo is issued, and this can be achieved with the assistance of the proposed structure. This paper is extended on the basis of our conference work [8] . In this paper, the construction of the Feature Combination Hierarchy is presented in more detail (section 3), the Undo/Redo algorithm is optimized against our conference work (section 4), and; a more detailed example is given (section 5).
The remainder of this article is organized as follows. In Section 2, the basic concepts of Undo/Redo operations and research fields are introduced. In section 3, the feature combination hierarchy is introduced. In section 4, our Undo/Redo method for a 3D collaborative system is introduced. In section 5, test results of the proposed method are presented. Finally, a summary of major contributions are given in section 6.
Related works
An Undo/Redo model determines the number and sequence of the undoable operations. There have been many efforts in the research field of Undo/Redo models. The initial research of Undo/Redo models are in single-user environments [9] [10] . The Undo/Redo models in single-user environments are classified into 4 categories: 1) the single-step Undo/Redo model [2] , 2) the linear Undo/Redo model [3] , 3) the US&R (Undo, Skip, Redo) model [11] , and 4) the history Undo/Redo model [12] . However, in a multi-user collaborative editing system, operations are interleaved at different sites. The last operation at the local site is not necessarily the last executed operation at other sites. Therefore, the selective Undo/Redo model is the most adopted multi-user Undo/Redo model. Its flexibility is limited by the Undo/Redo scope; namely, local Undo/Redo and global Undo/Redo [11, [15] [16] [17] . AnyUndo is a framework which separates an Undo policy from the Undo mechanism. It allows users to devise a single Undo algorithm to support both local and global Undo/Redo and multiple models mentioned above [4, 13] . Moreover, it allows for undoing any operation at any time. This idea has been extended in the literature [7, 14] . Table 1 gives a detailed description of the features of the selective Undo/Redo model and the representative prototype.
Different application systems have different characteristics. There are also different methods in the Operation ID, correlativity analysis and processing.
Operation ID is required in every selective Undo/Redo model. The symbol "√ " means the operation ID is adopted by the model, but no implementation method is described. Detailed implementation methods are given in the literature [2, 18, 19, 21] .
The Multi-user Undo/Redo model from Abowd [2] and Choudhary [18] do not take correlativity among operations into consideration, but the Selective Undo model in GINA [19] and Any Undo Model [4] do. However, in the selective Undo model, an operation cannot be undone or redone when it has a relationship with operations executed afterwards. In the last two models, operation parameters are transferred when making a Redo operation. When confronting unresolved conflicts, they adopt a multi-version method as a solution. The Multi-level model [20] and cascading selective Undo model [21] are designed for the single-user environment. The solution for the correlativity among operations is based on the task ID and task correlativity. That is, when undoing an operation, all tasks related to it are undone. Edwards's model supports the Redo, while Cass's model does not.
There has been little research work in collaborative CAD systems in the field of multi-user Undo/Redo, to the best of our knowledge. There are still defects in our previous research on multi-user Undo/Redo solutions [7] . At first, when clarifying the dependency relationship among operations, every attached feature is checked to see if it references the topological entities created by the Undo target. This will cause low efficiency. Secondly, model restoration is done by storing the model state after the execution of every modeling operation. The effect of the Undo target is eliminated by obtaining the model state at its execution first and re-executing all the valid operations. If the Undo target is at the front end of the history buffer and there are fewer operations that depend on it, the restoration efficiency will be very low.
Yet, there are still two other ways for model restoration [23] . One is by re-executing all the valid operations in the Table1. Undo/Redo implementation in multi-user collaborative systems. 
Feature combination hierarchy in 3D collaborative CAD systems
In a collaborative CAD system, functions and data are replicated at every site. A modeling operation is executed at the local site immediately before it is sent to other remote sites. A CAD model is a complex design artifact combined by features created by collaborative sites. The feature modeling operations that aid in the designing of complex artifacts consist of geometric operations and Boolean operations. Geometric operations choose topological entities from an existing solid model as the operation target. An example would be to choose a topological edge to fillet. There are three types of Boolean operations, namely Union, Subtraction and Intersection. By executing Boolean operations, a new solid is generated from two existing solids. Typical examples include protrusion and hole-attachment operations. Although the history buffer can honestly record the arriving sequence of all modeling operations at a collaborative site, it is still inadequate to represent the structure of the design artifact and interdependency among features. We use the boundary representation of ACIS for representing the shape of the CAD model. In ACIS, an attribute is attached to entities to describe their system-defined or user-defined characteristics. Given this, every entity created by a certain modeling operation is attached with a CREATE_ATTRIB in the form of (Create_SiteID, Create_SEQ) as auxiliary information of its ID. Therefore, whenever a topological entity is located, its generation operation can be obtained no matter which persistent naming mechanism is employed. Details of the workflow in a collaborative CAD system are presented in subsection 4.1. In this section, we study the structure of the complex design artifact, and the Feature Combination Hierarchy data structure, denoted as FCH for brevity, is introduced.
A brief view of the feature combination hierarchy
An FCH is a tree-like data structure to represent how 3D objects are combined and their relations in a CAD model. Objects, also called sub-configurations, created during the collaborative design process are categorized as primitive objects and composite objects. A primitive object cannot be logically decomposed into any primitive objects or constituents. Features created by inter-dependent modeling operations can be combined into composite objects using Boolean operations. It can also be decomposed into its component parts which in turn may be decomposed recursively so as to be addressed separately.
The CAD model created in a collaborative CAD system is constructed in a manner that a base feature is created firstly and other features are attaching to it incrementally. Based on this, a CAD model is decomposed into a primitive object representing the constructive base feature and several subconfigurations depending on the base feature. The special primitive object delegating the constructive base feature of a sub-configuration is called Base Object. There two types of composite objects: the complex CAD model and subconfigurations built intermediately by combining several inter-dependent features. Figure 1 illustrates how a CAD model, called PART in this example, is decomposed into different sub-configurations. The BaseCylinder feature is the constructive base feature of the PART model. So, the corresponding BaseCylinder object is noted as the Base Object of the PART object. The CylinderChamfer sub-configuration is a primitive object even though it is constructed by two modeling operations. That means a cylinder needs to be created first, and the edge of the cylinder's top face is filleted afterwards. The CylinderUnion sub-configuration is a composite object which can be decomposed further. CylinderBoss1 is the base object of the CylinderUnion sub-configuration. The tree-like data structure and main characteristics are summarized as follows:
1) The root of the hierarchy is a composite object delegating the complex design artifact. A class Artifact is declared to represent the root. The root node has several branches. Each branch is a decomposed sub-configuration from the complex design artifact. The first branch is always the constructive base feature of the part. The other branches are subconfigurations depending on the base feature. The root owns pointers to its branches. Different branches are in a non-interacting relationship. 2) The object that an intermediate node in the hierarchy delegates can be divided into three types: a) a composite object created by a Boolean union operation which can be decomposed further; b) a primitive object created by a Boolean subtraction or intersection operation; and c) a primitive object created by executing geometric operations.
3) The leaf node is an additive feature volumetrically added onto the complex design artifact, or a subtractive feature volumetrically removed from the artifact. 4) In an FCH, a composite object is always created by a Boolean Union operation. It should be decomposed in the way the root is decomposed. However, as far as a primitive object is concerned, its evolving process is also clarified if it is created by a number of modeling operations. This will be illustrated in subsection 3.2. 5) Given a sub-configuration SC decomposed into sub-configurations SC1 and SC2, The Base Object of SC is also the Base Object of SC1 and SC2. 6) During the evolving process of a part, the part is updated after the execution of every modeling operation. Therefore, the corresponding FCH is updated as well. With the consistency maintenance mechanism of our previous work, the CAD models at every site are consistent. Therefore, the FCHs at every site are also consistent.
Basic feature modeling operation representation
Separate classes are declared for the ultimate CAD model and primitive/composite objects separately, as illustrated below: Based on the two classes, the decomposition of an object obtained by executing different types of feature modeling operations are illustrated in Figure 2 . The node at the higher level delegates the renewed sub-configuration with whichever kind of feature modeling operation is executed. Figure 2(a) illustrates the decomposition of an object obtained by executing Boolean union, subtraction and intersection. The object obtained after executing a Boolean union operation is a composite object that is decomposed into a Base Object and an additive feature. The object obtained after executing a Boolean subtraction or intersection operation is a primitive object. However, the primitive object obtained is also illustrated. The grey-shadowed node means the feature is volumetrically removed from the sub-configuration. Figure 2(b) illustrates the evolving process of a primitive object created by the geometric operation.
Undo/Redo method in replicated collaborative modeling systems
Before the Undo/Redo method is proposed, it is necessary to discuss the consistency maintenance mechanism we adopted in our collaborative CAD system. A collaborative CAD system requires the execution of a modeling operation to satisfy causality preservation and intention preservation. All replicas reach the state of convergence at the end of a collaborative task. In order to identify the sequencing of simultaneous operations issued by collaborative sites in a replicated collaborative CAD system, a timestamp ordering technique based on the Lamport State Vector [25] is employed. A State Vector is an N component vector, where N represents the total number of all the collaborative sites, and each site has a unique ID ranging from 0 to N-1. Every site keeps a State Vector where the i-th component indicates how many operations from site i have been executed at the site. Two State Vectors, SVi and SVj, are compared in a way that: 1) SVi = SVj iff each element of SVi is equal to the corresponding element in SVj; 2) SVi < SVj iff each element of SVi is equal to or less than the corresponding element in SVj and at least one component of SVi is less than that in SVj; 3) SVi > SVj iff each element of SVi is greater than the corresponding element in SVj. Whenever a modeling operation is sent to the remote sites, a State Vector at its generation moment is attached to it. An operation can only be executed in the causality-ready condition, such as when its State Vector is not greater than the State Vector kept at that remote site. The goal of intention preservation is reached by adopting an optimistic serialization concurrency control method proposed by our research group [26, 27] .
When a feature is eliminated from a boundary model, features that depend on it are meaningless. The Undo/Redo method in a collaborative modeling environment needs to take the dependency relationship among operations into consideration. As illustrated in subsection 3.2, objects in a composite sub-configuration all depend on its Base Object. Even a primitive object is constructed on the basis of some primitive object. When a modeling operation is chosen as the undo target, the first step is to check if the corresponding feature is the Base Object of some sub-configurations. Afterwards, all executed operations that depend on the undo target should be undone altogether.
When an undo command is issued, its intention is to eliminate the effects of one or more operations and restore to some previous state. The requirements include: 1) to correctly locate the undo target operation; and 2) to successfully eliminate the effects of the undo target and the operations that depend on it without affecting the non-interacting subconfigurations. When a Redo command is issued, its intention is to undo the most recent undo issued by the same user. In this section, we propose a local Undo/Redo method where the user can only undo operations issued by him/her from back to forth. This is more similar to the single-user environment. This method has a pre-condition that the collaborative sites have reached a state of convergence when an Undo command is invoked.
Locating Undo/Redo target
In order to satisfy intention preservation requirement 1, the Undo/Redo target should be correctly located. Due to network latency and the causality preservation based on State Vectors, the operation history at each collaborative site has the following characteristics: 1) Modeling operations from the same site are executed in the same order at all sites. 2) Modeling operations from different collaborative sites are interleaved and executed in different order at different sites. Since the Undo target that a user is aiming at is not necessarily the last operation in the execution list at each site, when locating the Undo target, there are 2 aspects we should take into consideration: 1) locating the Undo target at the local site; and 2) locating the Undo target at remote sites.
A modeling operation is executed immediately at its generation site immediately after it is issued. Thus, the Undo object merely exists in the execution list at the local site.
Consider a collaborative CAD system CS as an example. There are N collaborative sites in CS. Ai,j (0≤j≤M-1) means the modeling operation sent from site Si, and M is the total number of operations. For Si, all the operations it sends are put in its execution list ExecuteListi from Ai,0 to Ai,M one by one.
As soon as Si issues an Undo command, it is easy to search through its ExecuteListi, and the last operation satisfying Ai.siteId == i is the Undo target.
Given network latency and the summarized characteristic (2), the Undo target may exist in two lists at any remote site. One possible list is the execution list, and the other one is the waiting list keeping waiting operations that are not causality ready.
When some random remote site Sj receives the Undo request, the possible identified Undo target may not be the last executed operation. So, it can only be located in the ExecuteListj or WaitListj. In order to locate the Undo target, the combination of site ID and operation's State Vector are adopted. An operation from Si is sent to Sj in the format of Ai (SiteId, StateVector). When Ai arrives at Sj, ExecuteListj will be searched first. If no operation in this list satisfies O.siteId == i and O.StateVector==Ai.StateVector, then WaitListj will (a) (b) Figure 3 . Location of Undo object at remote site: (a) the initial state before applying the undo command, (b) the model state after applying the undo command. be searched in order to locate the Undo target. Figure 3 shows an example of applying operation ID and State Vector to the Undo process. In the example, CubidSlot(1) is from site 1 and CubidSlot (2) is from site 2. The Undo command is issued by site 2. if The intention of an Undo/Redo command is to eliminate/re-create the effect of a certain feature. This means the B-Rep re-evaluation is an unavoidable step during the Undo/Redo process. As far as intention preservation requirement 2 is concerned，whenever an Undo or Redo command is issued, only the branch that the corresponding feature is in is effected in an FCH, while the rest of the branches remain unchanged. Based on the preparations made in subsections 4.1 and 4.3, two algorithms are presented to introduce our Undo and Redo methods separately. Algorithm 2 illustrates the Undo implementation at a collaborative site and Algorithm 3 describes the Redo implementation at a collaborative site. The Redo method is proposed with the pre-condition that an operation undone because of a dependency relationship cannot be redone.
Undo targets preservation

Implementation and test results
To demonstrate the effectiveness and feasibility of the proposed Undo/Redo solution, we have made several experiments within the prototype we built using ACIS 6.0 and Visual C++ 6.0. There are 3 collaborative sites, denoted as Site0, Site1 and Site2, involved in the experiments. The experiments are initiated with a collaborative modeling process illustrated in Figure 4 .
During the collaborative modeling process, a feature modeling command is executed immediately after its generation at the local site. It is then sent to the other two remote sites for execution. How many operations are generated at a site and the execution sequence of all received operations are illustrated in Table 2 .
Three Undo commands are issued and executed in the following way:
(Step 1) Site0 sends an Undo command to Undo the last operation it issued. The target operation O4 is identified and the corresponding node denoted as Sub_Configuration4 in the site's feature combination hierarchy is obtained. The identified node represents the one object in the 4th subconfiguration, and DOS(O4) is empty. Therefore, the subconfiguration is skipped during the re-evaluation process. Eventually, the other four sub-configurations are recomposed as illustrated in Figure 6 . Step 2) Site1 sends its second Undo command. The target operation O2 is identified and the corresponding node, Cylinder2, is obtained in the current Feature Combination Hierarchy. Since DOS(O2) = O6, the 5th sub-configuration is skipped during the re-evaluation process. The result is illutrated in Figure 7 .
(Step3) Site2 sends an Undo command to Undo the last operation it issued. The target operation O3 is identified and the corresponding node denoted as Sub_Configuration2 is obtained. The identified node represents the one object in the 2th sub-configuration branch, and DOS(O3) is empty. Therefore, the sub-configuration is skipped during the re-evaluation process. Eventually, the other two sub-configurations are recomposed as illustrated in Figure 8 .
Conclusions
We proposed a selective multi-user Undo/Redo method in replicated collaborative 3D modeling systems. It identifies the Undo/Redo target operation uniquely at a local site and remote sites by site ID and a Lamport State Vector so as to preserve a user's Undo/Redo intention. With the assistance of a Feature Combination Hierarchy, the structure of the design artifact and feature relations are clarified. In this way, operations that depend on the Undo target can be easily obtained and will be undone altogether as well. Finally, the correctness of our algorithms was proven with experiments executed within a prototype that we built. 
